
 

660 VEHICLE DETECTION SYSTEM 
 (REV 10-24-22) (FA 10-24-22) (FY 2023-24)  

ARTICLE 660-1 is deleted and the following substituted: 

660-1 Description. 
 Furnish and install a vehicle detection system in accordance with the Contract 
Documents and this Section.  Meet the requirements of Section 603. 
 
 

SUBARTICLE 660-2.1 is deleted and the following substituted:  

660-2 Materials. 
 660-2.1 General: Meet the following requirements: 

Traffic Data Detection System- Microwave* .....Section 995 
Vehicle Detector- Microwave* ...........................Section 995 
Vehicle Detector- Video* ...................................Section 995 
Vehicle Loop Detector* ......................................Section 995 
Wireless Magnetometer Assembly* ...................Section 995 
Automatic Vehicle Identification* ......................Section 995 
Wrong Way Vehicle Detection Systems* ...........Section 995 
Loop Sealant* .....................................................Section 995 
Highlighted Signs*..............................................Section 995 
*Use products listed on the Department’s APL. 

 
 

SUBARTICLE 660-3.1 is deleted and the following substituted: 

 660-3.1 Installation Requirements for all Detectors: Install, configure, and 
demonstrate a fully functional vehicle detection system as shown in the Plans. Connect all 
field equipment to the existing communication network, and provide all materials specified 
in the Contract Documents. Install all equipment in accordance with this Section and the 
manufacturer’s recommendations. 
  Install above-ground detectors on poles or sign structures, as shown in the 
Plans. Furnish and install the power cable and the communication cables in accordance with 
the manufacturer’s recommendation. Ensure that the cables comply with NEC sizing 
requirements and meet all other applicable standards, specifications, and local code 
requirements. 
  Do not install communication cables in the same conduit or pull boxes as 
power cables carrying voltage greater than 24 VDC/VAC or current in excess of 1.5 amps. 
  Cut all wires to their proper length before assembly. Do not double back any 
wire to take up slack. Neatly lace wires into cables with nylon lacing or plastic straps. Secure 
cables with clamps and provide service loops at all connections. Label all field wiring cables 
in the cabinet. 



 
  In the event that power to the vehicle detection system or a subcomponent 
thereof is interrupted, ensure that the equipment automatically recovers after power is 
restored. Ensure that all programmable system settings return to their previous configurations 
and the system resumes proper operation. 
 
 

SUBARTICLE 660-3.2.10.3 is deleted and the following substituted: 

   660-3.2.10.3 Loop Detector Turn-on: Connect the loop assemblies to 
the appropriate inductive loop vehicle detectors and tune the detectors in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Separate the operating frequencies of vehicle detectors, in 
adjacent lanes, by at least 2 kHz. 
 
 

SUBARTICLE 660-4.4 is deleted and the following substituted: 

 660-4.4 Wrong Way Vehicle (WWVDS) Detection System: Submit a test plan for 
the field acceptance test (FAT) to the Engineer a minimum of 30 calendar days before 
commencement of testing for review and approval; tests cannot commence or be scheduled 
until test plans are approved by the Engineer. For each testing phase, test plans must include 
descriptions of test procedures; test form with areas for test result recording, test conductor, 
and witness signatures; pass/fail criteria; and test schedule. 
  Conduct a field acceptance test for each ramp being monitored by a WWVDS. 
Test all local system functions using the installed WWVDS equipment as detailed in the Plans 
and as approved by the Engineer. Testing must demonstrate that: 
  1. All wiring and local configurations are correct. 
  2. The WWVDS is detecting vehicles driving the wrong way, in all ramp travel 
lanes and any paved shoulders 8 feet or wider, while ignoring vehicles traveling in the correct 
direction. A true positive rate of 95% or greater must be achieved. A false positive rate of 1% 
or less must be achieved.  
  3. The WWVDS is activating all wrong way highlighted signs on the ramp 
upon detection of a vehicle traveling in the wrong direction and sign activation occurs before 
the vehicle reaches the sign. 
  If any WWVDS fails to pass its field acceptance test, correct the unit, or 
substitute another unit in its place, then repeat the test.  
  If a unit has been modified due to a field acceptance test failure, prepare a 
report describing the nature of the failure and the corrective action taken and submit it to the 
Engineer prior to re-testing. If a failure pattern develops, the Engineer may direct that design 
and construction modification be made to all units without additional cost to the Department or 
extension of the Contract Time. 
  660-4.4.1 True Positive Testing: Conduct this test on a closed ramp using 
Contractor-provided test vehicles. Test each lane and paved shoulder 8 feet or wider by driving 
two types of test vehicles traveling at two travel speed ranges the wrong direction. For this 
testing, the small vehicle shall be a FHWA Class Group 2 (passenger car) vehicle, and the 



 
large vehicle shall be a FHWA Class Group 3 (pick-ups and vans) or Class Group 5 (two-axle 
truck) vehicle.  
   Each ramp lane shall be subjected to the following test vehicle runs; 
each ramp paved shoulder 8 feet or wider must only undergo test runs described in #1 and #2.  
   1. Five runs of a small vehicle traveling between 10 and 15 miles per 
hour. 
   2. Five runs of a large vehicle traveling between 10 and 15 miles per 
hour. 
   3. Five runs of a small vehicle traveling 35 miles per hour or greater.  
   4. Five runs of a large vehicle traveling 35 miles per hour or greater. 
   Calculate the true positive rate using the following formula: 
 
    𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁 � ∗ 100  
    Where TPR = True positive rate %. 
     TP = Cumulatively for all test runs, the total number of 
times the WWVDS correctly detected the wrong way vehicle and activated the highlighted 
signs. 
     N = Total number of test vehicle runs. 
  660-4.4.2 False Positive Testing: Conduct this test on a ramp open to the 
traveling public. Test the WWVDS by monitoring a minimum of 300 total vehicles traveling 
in the correct direction of travel passing through the WWVDS detection zones. At least 150 
vehicles shall be monitored during daylight hours and at least 150 vehicles shall be monitored 
at night. The Engineer may reduce minimum volume requirements under low volume 
conditions if necessary. 
   Calculate the false positive rate using the following formula: 
 
    𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =  𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇 𝑁𝑁 � ∗ 100  
    Where: 
     FPR = False positive rate %. 
     FP = Total number of times the WWVDS activated for a 
vehicle traveling in the correct direction. 
     N = Total number of vehicles traveling in the correct 
direction. 
 
 

ARTICLE 660-6 is deleted and the following substituted: 

660-6 Method of Measurement. 
 The quantity to be paid will be the plan quantity for each inductive loop detector and 
per assembly for loop assembly completed and accepted. 
 The quantity to be paid will be the plan quantity for each MVDS, VVDS, WMDS, 
AVI or WWVDS completed and accepted. 
 The highlighted signs for a WWVDS will be paid for in accordance with Section 700. 
Only one WWVDS will be paid per exit ramp, regardless of the number of signs. 
 



 
 

ARTICLE 660-7 is deleted and the following substituted: 

660-7 Basis of Payment. 
 Price and payment will be full compensation for all work specified in this Section 
including furnishing, placement, and testing of all materials and equipment, and for all tools, 
labor, equipment, hardware, operational software packages and firmware, supplies, support, 
personnel training, shop drawings, warranty documentation, and incidentals necessary for a 
complete and accepted installation. 
 Payment will be made under: 

Item No. 660-1  Inductive Loop Detector - each. 
Item No. 660-2  Loop Assembly – per assembly. 
Item No. 660-3  Vehicle Detection System - Microwave - each. 
Item No. 660-4  Vehicle Detection System - Video - each. 
Item No. 660-5  Vehicle Detection System - Wireless Magnetometer - 

each. 
Item No. 660-6  Vehicle Detection System - AVI - each. 
Item No. 660-7  Vehicle Detection System - WWVDS - each. 
Item No. 660-8 Traffic Data Detection System - Microwave - each. 
Item No. 660-9 Traffic Data Detection System - Video - each. 
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